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Abstract

The breadth and scope of the biomedical literature
hinders a timely and thorough comprehension of its
content. PubMed, the leading repository for
biomedical literature, currently holds over 26
million records, and is growing at a rate of over 1.2
million records per year, with about 300 records
added daily that mention ‘cancer’ in the title or
abstract. Natural language processing (NLP) can
assist in accessing and interpreting this massive
volume of literature, including its quality. NLP
approaches to the automatic extraction of
biomedical entities and relationships may assist the
development of explanatory models that can
comprehensively scan and summarize biomedical
articles for end users. Users can also formulate
structured queries against these entities, and their
interactions, to mine the latest developments in
related areas of interest. In this article, we explore
the latest advances in automated event extraction
methods in the biomedical domain, focusing
primarily on tools participated in the Biomedical
NLP (BioNLP) Shared Task (ST) competitions.
We review the leading BioNLP methods,
summarize their results, and their innovative
contributions in this field.

Introduction and Background
As the number of publications in the biomedical do-
main grows, the cost of retrieving relevant informa-
tion and inferring scientific knowledge from this ex-
panding corpus becomes a challenging task [1]. This
problem has triggered interdisciplinary research at the
interface between the biomedical and natural language
processing domains (BioNLP) to automate the collec-
tion, formatting and curation of biological informa-
tion. Though not mature enough yet, BioNLP research
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has already yielded some specialized tools that can go
through documents to label biomedical entities, such
as genes and proteins, with measurable accuracy. Sup-
plementing to the recent surveys [2, 3, 4, 5, 1, 6], in
this paper we review proposed solutions to the event
extraction (EE) problem developed within the context
of community-wide efforts, focusing primarily on the
biennial BioNLP Shared Task (ST) competitions. We
offer an independent survey of leading methods, and
categorize them based on how they are conceptualized
and implemented.
Event extraction refers to the task of recovering

structured representations of biological events from
text with associated attributes and properties, which
are often characterized by complex, nested argument
structures involving several entities or recursively em-
bedded relations. It is one of the unit operations in
programmatic identification of associations among en-
tities and other information in textual documents. The
utility of EE include many applications in the biomed-
ical domain [7, 8, 1]. For example, many translational
genomics initiatives seek to incorporate genome-based
tests into standard clinical care [9]. These tests often
look for specific biomarkers that would allow physi-
cians to develop personalized treatment plans for their
patients. However, a list of mutations is not enough on
its own; the results need to be correctly interpreted in
the proper context, as presented in the medical liter-
ature. Event extraction systems provide the opportu-
nity to extract accurate context of the observed mu-
tations to cancer and treatment, as well as the oppor-
tunity to generate new hypotheses by discovering and
assessing novel relationships among entities in the lit-
erature and genomic data.

The initial step in event extraction is named entity
recognition (NER). NER involves delimiting the tex-
tual boundaries that constitute an entity’s name, and
classifying the entity according to its associated, prede-
fined classes [6]. Biomedical entities include gene and
protein names, biological structures, diseases, and drug
names. These entities are typically processed into their
unique and unambiguous representations through a
process called normalization . In text, a particular
concept can be referred in various ways, which are
called term variants. For example, “TIF2”, “TIF-2”,
“transcription intermediary factor-2” and “transcrip-
tional intermediate factor 2” all denote the same en-
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tity. The normalization process automates the group-
ing of term variants into an equivalence class, which is
derived from external knowledge bases. In BioNLP-ST
competitions, the entities are already provided and the
normalization step is employed to increase the perfor-
mance of event extraction.

Following named entity recognition task, relation-
ships that capture the logical connections among the
detected entities are determined. Automating the pro-
cess of identifying relationships is an important pre-
requisite to the computational understanding of bio-
logical processes. Earlier biomedical event extraction
efforts focused on extracting simple, pairwise relations
between biomedical entities, such as protein-protein
interactions (PPI) [10], gene-disease relationships [11,
12], and drug-drug interactions (DDI) [13, 14]. How-
ever, these binary relations alone are not sufficient to
deeply capture biomedical phenomena, indicating the
need for better representations to improve extraction
of complex relations or events [15].

To address the aforementioned problem, [16] sug-
gested the GENIA event annotation schema to repre-
sent dynamic biological processes, which often involve
a change in the properties, locations or interactions be-
tween biomedical entities, such as proteins, cells and
chemicals. Additionally, the schema defines attributes
associated with events including polarity, negation and
speculation that reshape the contextual information
anchored with an event. These attributes are vitally
important [17], as for example negation reverses the
meaning of an event, and negation of a candidate ar-
gument prevents the construction of an event with this
argument.

The problem of event extraction can be roughly
decomposed into two sub-tasks – which could be
learned jointly or sequentially (see “Event Extraction
Methodologies” section): trigger detection and ar-
gument detection. The first subtask, trigger detec-
tion, involves identifying explicit content-specific tex-
tual terms in a sentence that indicate the occurrence of
an event. These textual units, or trigger words, usu-
ally take the form of verbs (e.g., regulates, phosphory-
lates) or nominalized verbs (e.g., regulation, phospho-
rylation) [10]. Trigger detection is a domain-specific
task, where the semantics and number of event-types
may vary greatly between domains. For example, in
the BioNLP 2013 Genia (GE) ST there were 13 event
types (gene expression, protein catabolism or modifi-
cation, regulation, etc. See Table 1 in [18]). The sec-
ond subtask is that of argument detection, which in-
volves identifying the participants of an event along
with their associated semantic roles to fully construct
an event. These arguments typically consist of other
entities (e.g., proteins) or events that comprise nested

structures. Additionally, it is not surprising that the
same entity might be formed in different events due
to the nature of events. The associated semantic cat-
egories of these arguments are drawn from a fixed
ontology of semantic types (e.g., theme and cause
roles). These two subtasks may be followed by post-
processing steps to transform the detected triggers and
arguments into valid structures, as defined by some
task-specific guidelines.

The following sentence illustrates the event extrac-
tion process: “TGF-beta mediates RUNX induction,
and FOXP3 is efficiently up-regulated by RUNX1 and
RUNX3” (Fig. 1). First, in the entity recognition step,
TGF-beta, RUNX, FOXP3, RUNX1 and RUNX3 are
identified and annotated as protein mentions. Next,
trigger words indicating the presence of events are
identified, and events are detected and labeled as
edges. In this example, one event, gene expression, is
indicated by the nominalized verb ‘induction’ whose
theme is RUNX, a protein. The second event, positive
regulation, is indicated by the verb ‘mediates’ whose
cause is TGF-beta, a protein, and whose theme is the
gene expression event. The third event, positive regu-
lation, is indicated by the verb ‘up-regulated’, whose
causes are two proteins RUNX1 and RUNX3, and the
theme is another protein FOXP3. The ‘up-regulated’
token produces positive regulation event with overlap-
ping edges, and the resulting structure needs to be
pulled apart to construct a valid event.

Although the figure depicts the detection of events
based on pipeline approaches (see “Event Extraction
Methodologies” section), it nevertheless gives a quick
guide on the general procedure of event extraction for
illustration purposes. As demonstrated in the exam-
ple above, event extraction depends heavily on the
domain-specific concepts and ontologies. Henceforth,
the development of biomedical NLP application has
called for a community-wide effort to establish and
standardize these ontologies (and corpora). In this re-
view we focus our discussion on the BioNLP Shared
Task (BioNLP-ST) series, the first community-based
effort to target the fine-grained extraction of bio-events
in biological text [19, 20, 21].

BioNLP Shared Tasks
To promote the development of NLP applications ded-
icated to the biomedical domain, a series of biennial
competitions are being held under the title BioNLP-
ST. At each round, BioNLP-ST organizers establish
protocols for the competition, provide common re-
sources comprising a rich collection of knowledge bases
and annotated training corpora, and set evaluation
benchmarks to measure and rank the performance of
competing tools. Such a structured effort is key to cre-
ating a common framework that describes the needs of
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Figure 1 Example of event extraction. Entities and event triggers are shown with their types above their corresponding text and
event participants as arcs marked with roles. Each type is shown in a different colour, as indicated.

biologists, and to guiding development of cutting-edge
BioNLP applications with measurable performance.

The BioNLP-ST series was initiated in 2009 with
an event extraction challenge using the Genia corpus
[22], and has since evolved substantially through the
addition of new subtasks; expansion of its scope to
extracting events from full papers in addition to ab-
stracts; and, growing sophistication of its resources.
The most recent BioNLP in 2013 [21] included six STs
which are summarized in Table 1.

Further, BioNLP-ST competitions encourage partic-
ipants to deposit code and trained models in pub-
lic repositories; introduce new approaches that de-
crease reliance on deeply-annotated data; and, im-
prove database curation. Post-competition, many par-
ticipants continue to improve their methods, providing
continued state-of-the-art performance.

Evaluation Metrics
The performance of a BioNLP system is typically mea-
sured based on its true and false positive observations,
which are used to calculate precision, recall and F-
score metrics. Precision describes the fraction of re-
trieved documents or extracted events that are rel-
evant, as deemed by the ground truth. Recall (also
called sensitivity) measures the fraction of relevant
documents or entities that are retrieved by a method.
The F-score measure is the harmonic mean of pre-
cision and recall. In most cases, precision and recall
are inversely related: precision scores usually decrease
as the retrieved documents are increased at the cost
of the recall, and vice versa. The F-score measures
the trade-off between precision versus recall. For ad-
ditional measures, such as ‘receiver operating charac-

teristics’ (ROC) curves, ‘area under the ROC curve’
(AUC), ‘slot error rate’ (SER) and others, see [23, 24].

Corpora

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics for several
BioNLP-ST corpora mentioned in this paper, many
of which follow event annotation guidelines that were
introduced by the Genia event corpus. Additional col-
lections of corpora are available on the web, notably
under the ‘Resources’ sections at the BioCreAtivE
[25] and NaCTeM [26] websites. The ‘Collaborative
Annotation of a Large Biomedical Corpus’ (CALBC)
project offer a list of their gold standard corpora [27].
Hakenberg at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount
Sinai Hospital provides a reasonably comprehensive
and well-organized list [28]. Further, the Institut für
Informatik at Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin pro-
vides a large collection covering protein-protein, drug-
drug and disease-treatment interactions, gene varia-
tions and chemical compounds – many of which have
been released in the standardized BioC format [29].

Event Extraction Methodologies
Most event extraction analysis methods can be cate-
gorized as pipelines, which process texts in a cascad-
ing manner, where the output of the preceding step
is propagated as input to the next. The event extrac-
tion pipelines in the BioNLP-ST competitions can be
classified into (i) statistical; (ii) symbolic; or (iii) hy-
brid methods. On the other hand, statistical joint in-
ference methods offer an alternative to this pipeline
architecture, as they usually perform their analyses in
one phase.
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Table 1 Summary of event extraction corpora

Corpus Number of docu-
ments

Domain(s) Annotation
Schema

Reference Ontolo-
gies & DBs

Number of annota-
tions

Genia Event (GE)
2011 [30]

1210 abstracts, 14
full-text

humans bloods
transcription fac-
tors

2 entity types, 9
event types

GENIA Event on-
tology

21616 protein,
24967 events

Genia Event (GE)
2013 [18]

34 full-text humans bloods
transcription fac-
tors

2 entity types, 13
event types

GENIA Event on-
tology

12068 protein,
762 entities, 9364
events, 535 coref-
erence

Epigenetics and
Post-translational
Modifications
(EPI) [31]

1200 abstracts epigentics and
post-translational
modifications

2 entity types, 14
event types

GENIA Event on-
tology

15190 protein,
3714 events, 369
modifications

Infectious Diseases
(ID) [32]

30 full-text two-component
regulatory systems

5 entity types, 10
event types

GENIA Event on-
tology

12740 entity, 4150
events, 214 modifi-
cations

Cancer Genetics
(CG) [33]

600 abstracts cancer biology 18 entity types, 40
event types

CARO, taxonomy
DBs, CL, GO,
gene/protein DBs,
ChEBI

21683 entities,
917 relations,
17248 events, 1326
modifications

Pathway Curation
(PC) [34]

525 abstracts highly annotated
pathway models

4 entity types, 23
event types

PANTHER Path-
way DB and
Biomodels repos-
itory ChEBI,
Gene/protein DBs
(e.g. Uniprot), GO,
SBO

15901 entities,
12125 events, 571
modifications

Gene Regulation
Ontology (GRO)
[35]

300 abstracts human gene reg-
ulation and tran-
scription

174 entity types,
126 event types

Gene Regulation
Ontology

11819 entities,
4837 events, 5241
event instances,
3832 relations

Gene Regulation
Network (GRN)
[24]

201 sentences
(from abstracts)

sporulation in
Bacillus subtilis

12 entity types,
9 event/relation
types, 6 interaction
types

Bibliome team,
LIPN

917 entities, 495
biochemical events,
334 interactions

Bacteria Biotopes
(BB) [23]

131 documents
(web pages & en-
cylopedia articles)

microbial habitats 9 entity types, 2
event types

OntoBiotope-
Habitat ontology

5183 entities, 2260
relations

Pipeline-based statistical approaches
In BioNLP, statistical pipelines usually employ a su-
pervised learning framework, using a provided train-
ing set of manually annotated text. The methods se-
quentially deploy modules comprising event triggers,
arguments, etc., to tune model parameters, such that
a defined fitness function is optimized on the training
set. The trained models are then applied to a test set
(unannotated and hitherto unseen).

TEES is an open source event extraction system de-
veloped at the University of Turku [36]. It considers
events as text-bound graphical structures, where the
nodes of the graph consist of named entities and event
triggers, and the edges represent relations and event
arguments [37]. Within this graphical representation,
event extraction is formulated as the task of detecting
the nodes and edges. TEES breaks down these tasks
into a series of multi-class classification problems. It
uses a support vector machine (SVM) [38] to extract
an event graph from the parsed text in a four-stage
pipeline [37]. The trigger detection stage of the pipeline

predicts event classes for each non-named entity token,
while the edge detection stage identifies corresponding
arguments of the detected events through a multi-class
SVM that assigns candidate edges to one of several se-
mantic roles, such as theme or cause. The constraints
over argument roles are learned automatically from the
corpus, thus allowing the system to be automatically
adapted to new corpora. The unmerging stage converts
overlapping events into structurally valid ones, while
the modality detection stage, an optional procedure,
may be used to classify trigger nodes as negated or
speculated events.

TEES uses several feature sets for trigger and edge
detection, including dependency-based features de-
rived from a full syntactic analysis of the sentence. For
this, dependency trees are generated by converting the
phrase-structure output produced by the McClosky-
Charniak parser [39] into the Stanford collapsed de-
pendencies with propagation format [40, 37], which is
a compact representation of a dependency graph that
does not necessarily represent every word in the sen-
tence.
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TEES has been a strong contender in BioNLP-ST
competitions. In 2009, it placed first in the GE task
with an F-score of 51.95% [19]. In 2011, it placed third
in the GE task behind Riedel’s joint model (discussed
in “Statistical joint inference models” section), and
first in four of the remaining seven tasks [31, 32]. In
2013, TEES again performed strongly, placing first in
the CG, GRO and BB (tasks 2 and 3) and second in
the GE and PC tasks, behind EventMine [36]. It also
performed well in the DDIExtraction task (concerning
the recognition of drugs and extraction of drug-drug
interactions that appear in biomedical literature), par-
ticipating in both 2011 and 2013 [41, 42].

TEES has been employed in large-scale text min-
ing applications, for example in extracting events from
19 million unannotated PubMed abstracts [43], and in
generating the EVEX dataset, a collection of over 40
million biomolecular events extracted from all PubMed
abstracts and PubMed Central full text articles [44].
[8] proposed a modified version of TEES augmented
with features derived from the EVEX dataset. This
resulted in a modest improvement over TEES, leading
to a first place in the GE task of the 2013 BioNLP-ST
competition, with an F-score of 50.97%. Other appli-
cations of TEES include its use in: the CellFinder liter-
ature curation pipeline [45], the BioContext integrated
text mining system [46], and semi-automated knowl-
edge extraction workflow [47]. With growing interest
towards adopting such open source tools as modules
in larger BioNLP systems, TEES is a leading event
extraction system that can be further improved on
by incorporation of more advanced coreference reso-
lution techniques, and addition of methods for adap-
tive learning from multiple corpora to detect events
spanning multiple sentences from heterogeneous texts.

EventMine is an event extraction system developed
by the National Centre for Text Mining (NaCTeM)
[26, 48]. Similar to TEES, EventMine employs a mod-
ular architecture: a trigger/entity detector to find and
classify word candidates (e.g., as ‘binding’ or ‘entity’);
an argument detector to identify and categorize can-
didate relations between detected triggers and entities
according to semantic roles; a multiple argument detec-
tor to reconstruct event structure properly by consid-
ering all possible combinations of detected relations
in the previous step, and to categorize these events
into event classes; and a hedge detector to characterize
the modality of detected events as being speculated
or negated. EventMine, as in TEES, applies more effi-
cient hyper-parameter tuning method to automatically
adapt with different tasks and it is stored in a global
configuration file. Nonetheless, manual inspection is
only required when users change the task-specific set-
tings and other options which are outlined in [49].

In each module, the corresponding model solves a
multi-class multi-label classification problem with a
one-versus-rest SVM classification scheme [50]. Event-
Mine uses a rich set of features for the classification
problem [17], including token-based features, neigh-
bouring word features, and features that are gener-
ated by GDep [51] and Enju [52] parsers. In contrast to
TEES, features generated in EventMine are mapped to
a hash table to reduce the memory usage. Additionally,
the system introduces a rule-based coreference resolu-
tion, which further boosts its performance [53].

In the 2013 BioNLP-ST competition, EventMine
ranked first and second in the PC and CG tasks
with F-scores of 52.84% and 52.09%, respectively
[48, 6]. Similar to the combined TEES + EVEX sys-
tem [8], EventMine has been used to improve event
extraction across multiple corpora with partially over-
lapping semantic annotations, such as the GE and
ID corpora [17], with the aim of reducing the need
for manual annotation of existing semantic types in
new corpora and improving learning on heterogenous
texts [17, 53, 5].

Further, EventMine has been extended to EventMine-
MK [54], which uses five dimensions of textual con-
text surrounding events to enhance its trigger detector
module. These five dimensions consist of the following.
(i) Knowledge type: the general information expressed
by the event; (ii) Certainty level: the confidence of an
event being expressed; (iii) Polarity: the truth condi-
tions of an event; (iv) Manner: the intensity level of
an event; and (v) Source: whether an event occurred
in the current paper or a previous study. EventMine-
MK has been evaluated on extracting negated and
speculated events, a subtask of the 2009 BioNLP-ST
competition. With the integration of meta-knowledge,
EventMine-MK outperformed the other state-of-the-
art systems that participated in this task [54].

StanfordEE, Stanford University’s entry to the 2009
BioNLP-ST competition [55] introduced a re-ranking
dependency parser that offered an alternative repre-
sentation of the event structure via a transformation
and trigger detector. In this system, the candidate
events for each sentence are transferred into a de-
pendency tree structure. The nodes in this tree com-
prise entity mentions, triggers, and a virtual ‘root’
node. Then an edge detector predicts links between
tree nodes, and a conversion unit transforms the de-
pendency trees back to their pseudo-syntactic event
structures. Finally an event structure selector picks the
best candidate of pseudo-syntactic event structure us-
ing multiple decoders from the MSTParser [56], which
produces both non-projective and n-best parses.
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For detecting events, a logistic regression classifier
with L2 regularization is employed to label individ-
ual token independently based on several features in-
cluding surface, syntactical, contextual, bag-of-word
counts, and domain specific features such as ontology
classes.

In the 2011 BioNLP-ST competition, StanfordEE
achieved 3rd, 5th, and 7th places in the ID, EPI
and GE tasks with F-scores of 50.60%, 31.20%, and
50.00%, respectively [55]. In 2011 it also competed in
conjunction with the UMass joint event extractor [57],
as described in “Statistical joint inference models” sec-
tion.

The StanfordEE stands out with its following fea-
tures: First, the parsing of event structures can be ap-
plied over full text instead of individual sentences, al-
lowing events to be modeled as discourse patterns over
documents. Second, the system is agnostic to the pars-
ing model. Third, it is flexible in its re-ranker module,
which can be combined with multiple parsers and mul-
tiple trigger recognizers. Fourth, it employs domain
independent features for detecting event anchors, with
the exception of conversion of event structures in anno-
tated ST corpora to tree dependency structures. How-
ever, in practice, representation of event structures as
trees is frequently violated. In such cases, it is not clear
how the system can be applied for downstream analy-
ses, such as resolving anaphoric constructs.

General Remarks: While many state-of-the-art sta-
tistical systems employ a ‘pipeline’ architecture, a
drawback of this approach is the cascading of the errors
that may be introduced in the early stages of the pro-
cess. For example, if a trigger is missed by a preceding
module, it would not be recovered in the next stage.
Furthermore, during learning parameters in the edge
detection phase each identified trigger token will pre-
dict at least one argument, which might not establish
a true event type. This will increase the false positive
rate, and decrease the false negative rate. To maintain
a balance between precision and recall, one could in-
stead pass several token candidates to the next stage,
and subsequently eliminate triggerless events to reduce
false positives. Such a strategy is employed by Event-
Mine, targeting high recall in its four event extrac-
tion detection modules [53, 17] by weighing positive
instances in combination with trigger filtering tech-
niques and hand crafted rules during the edge detect-
ing phase.

Another significant limitation of the pipeline-based
statistical approaches is the use of local classifiers
(those trained without the knowledge of any global
constraints). In contrast to the joint inference ap-
proaches described in “Statistical joint inference mod-

els” section, local classifiers predict event types inde-
pendently from arguments and their roles, confining
the global correlation between these variables.

Overfitting is a general problem among the statis-
tical models discussed in this section. This refers to
tuning a system to fit the trained data highly ac-
curately, while making poor predictions on the test
data. It happens when the model ‘learns’ the nonexis-
tent ‘structure’ in the random noise, rather than tun-
ing to the desired features in the training set. While
cross-validation techniques are widely applied to min-
imize overfitting, sparsity of a feature in the training
set makes this challenging [58]. Generalizing multiple
features into fewer categories may alleviate the latter
problem to a certain extent, yet it may also introduce
over-generalized features, which, with enough training
instances, may increase false positive rates. Further-
more, while some feature sets may provide good pre-
diction with particular data, others may not [17].

Despite these drawbacks, the pipeline-based statis-
tical approaches are consistently the top performers
in BioNLP-ST competitions. They formulate tractable
problems even for large datasets, extract salient infor-
mation, and provide verbose outputs that can be used
to refine these algorithms.

Pipeline-based symbolic approaches
A good alternative to event extraction using statis-
tical approaches is employing symbolic approaches,
especially when the underlying text is domain spe-
cific. Such pipelines extract events and their arguments
based on set rules that are either manually defined, or
automatically learned from training data. There were
several pipeline-based symbolic approaches that par-
ticipated in the BioNLP-ST events, some of which dis-
played highly competitive performance.

BioSem is a symbolic event extraction model that
has two phases: a learning phase and an extraction
phase [59]. During the learning phase it automati-
cally constructs a dictionary using event triggers that
are derived from the training data. It then generates
lexical patterns from each event by matching events
with syntactic layer containers (e.g., chunk, phrase or
clause) that have event triggers and their arguments.
If an event is matched with a container, it generates a
pattern by extracting a list from a pre-defined feature
set associated with that container. During the extrac-
tion phase, it uses the obtained dictionary and pat-
terns to call events in an input text. In 2013 BioNLP-
ST competition BioSem placed third in GE task 1,
with an F-score of 50.68% [59]. Recently, the system
has been extended with SVM into a hybrid pipeline,
and specializes in extracting drug-drug interactions
[60].
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OpenDMAP pipeline combines elements of several
community based ontologies in defining its internal
structure that contains defined classes and slots, and
then uses the resulting ontology to validate seman-
tic constraints during event extraction [61]. Doing
so, it provides complete relational structures in one
step, defining the linguistic context of an event pred-
icate along with its arguments. For trigger detec-
tion, OpenDMAP employs a dictionary lookup using
ConceptMapper [61]. The system’s reliance on hand
crafted rules, while highly precise, resulted in compar-
atively poor recall scores during the 2009 BioNLP-ST
competition. Overall the tool achieved an F-score of
13.45% on task 1 and 22.33% on task 2.

ConcordU. A different strategy to event extraction
was proposed by the Concordia University team [62].
The ConcordU system treats biological event extrac-
tion as a discourse interpretation across sentences.
This is achieved in a two-phase approach: syntax-
driven composition phase and mapping phase. Dur-
ing syntax-driven composition phase, a general seman-
tic representation is crafted from syntactic analysis of
texts. This involves (i) a dictionary lookup; (ii) a sta-
tistical measurement of trigger expressions including
trigger polarities; and (iii) execution of the BLLIP re-
ranking parser [39]. During the mapping phase, it maps
relevant parts of the semantic representation to event
instances according to the event definitions and con-
straints. During the 2009 BioNLP-ST competition, the
ConcordU system placed third in the GE task 1 and
first in GE task 3 [63]. It also performed moderately-
well in 2011 BioNLP-ST [62]. We note that, unlike
OpenDMAP and BioSem, the ConcordU system in-
cluded argument identification rules to address coref-
erence resolution.

General Remarks: Results from the BioNLPST com-
petitions demonstrate that pipeline-based approaches
generally attain high precision but low recall. The low
recall can be explained by the reliance of these systems
on precisely defined triggers and entity mentions to ex-
tract events: if a particular rule is too restrictive, then
the procedure used to recover the event will fail, yield-
ing low recall. Furthermore, many symbolic systems
do not make use of the full syntactic structure of the
text, limiting accurate extraction of discourse-level el-
ements such as negation, speculation, nominalization,
coordination, anaphora and coreference [64].

However, symbolic approaches do offer several bene-
fits over statistical approaches. Symbolic approaches
flexibly combine input from heterogeneous systems,
which is very difficult to achieve using statistical meth-
ods that require fixed feature collections. Although

the feature space could be extended in statistical ap-
proaches, it is very difficult to understand which parts
of the model are significant, without exhaustive fea-
ture testing. They are not trained on a model; in-
stead they use hand-crafted rules that are easier for
humans to comprehend than the patterns computa-
tionally learned in statistical methods. In this regard
pipeline-based symbolic systems are easier to main-
tain, troubleshoot, improve, and adapt to other do-
mains. Finally, in some cases, symbolic approaches
may capture patterns that are not well handled by
statistical methods.

DRUM (Deep Reader for Understanding Mecha-
nisms) is a recent symbolic-based event extraction sys-
tem, more precisely cognitive point of view, which
combines syntactic structure with full fledged compre-
hensive logical understanding of text [65]. While this
model represents a leading-edge effort for symbolic-
based model to understanding big and complex mech-
anisms, we exclude as our preferred symbolic ap-
proach because DRUM did not report results over the
BioNLP-ST datasets. We believe that substantial ex-
periments are required to proof its effectiveness on
event extraction datasets.

Hybrid Pipelines
Hybrid approaches combine the strengths of the pre-
vious two approaches to keep the high recall rates of
the statistical systems, while providing high precision
of the symbolic systems.

NCBI-ASM. National Center for Biotechnology In-
formation (NCBI) developed a system based on ap-
proximate subgraph matching with three modules: (i)
rule induction, (ii) sentence matching, and (iii) rule set
optimization to increase the overall precision [66]. The
system uses an all-paths graph kernel [67] among event
arguments to extract events, and a distributional sim-
ilarity model. The NCBI-ASM approach significantly
increases the extraction precision at a high level. In the
2013 BioNLP-ST competition, this system achieved
moderate F-scores of 46.38% and 48.93% (3rd and 4th
places) in the CG and GE Tasks, respectively.

TEES+GETM. Van et al. [68] developed a hybrid
framework combining the trigger detection unit of
TEES with GETM (the Ghent Text Mining relation
detection framework) to produce high recall rates,
while benefiting from the relatively high precision rates
inherited from both systems. However, this combina-
tion results in many false positives, mainly due to the
differences between the two systems in building fea-
tures. GETM extracts entity relations between gene
symbols and domain terms, while TEES is a general-
ized biomedical event extraction tool.
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General Remarks: By adopting hybrid-based frame-
works, the compound benefits can be absorbed from
rules, graphs and statistical approaches in contrast to
applying each of these methods individually. However,
the displayed performance of such tools indicate that
integration of methods across paradigms is a nontriv-
ial task, and would require further research to deliver
the potential of the approach.

Statistical joint inference models
Almost all the systems discussed above make a strong
independence assumption between trigger words and
event arguments, by treating their detections as sepa-
rate tasks. In doing so, these systems essentially ignore
any information provided by the downstream mod-
ules, leaving these systems susceptible to cascading er-
rors. Hence, methods that can jointly infer the entire
event structure would have distinct advantages over
the methods that assume these tasks to be indepen-
dent classification problems. Joint inference methods
can make use of dependencies between tasks, for in-
stance capturing correlations between the evidence for
possible arguments, and the detection of event triggers.

Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) provide a frame-
work for statistical relational learning, an emerging
area of research concerned with reasoning and machine
learning in domains that are characterized by uncer-
tainty and complex relational structure [69]. Markov
logic is a probabilistic extension of first order logic, and
incorporates ideas from probabilistic graphical models
[70]. The MLN syntax uses sets of predicates, hidden
and observable, and weighted logical formulae to en-
code constraints about a system. Intuitively, the most
probable systems are those that violate the fewest
constraints, where violating a formula with a higher
weight incurs a large penalty [69].

In this approach, ‘hidden’ predicates represent the
predicted targets of the system. Examples of query
predicates include event(i), which is true if token at
index i is a clue word, or eventType(i, e), which is
true if an event at token index i has event type e.
Observable predicates capture properties of the input
sentence, such as “token i has word w”, or “token pair
(i, j) has dependency label p”. On the other hand, the
logical formulae comprise both local and global sets.
Local formulae connects the observable predicates to
the hidden predicates. Global formulae capture con-
straints or correlations between hidden predicates, and
are one of the main advantages of MLN over conven-
tional classifiers. These formulae can capture hard con-
straints that enforce the validity of events, such as
structural constraints like “all events have a type”,
and are learned deterministically. Softer correlations

can also be included formulaically to improve the per-
formance of the system, such as formulae that capture
linguistic regularities.

Riedel et al. [71] modeled event extraction as a link-
prediction problem [72] centered around MLN method,
where the existence of relationships or links between
entities are inferred from direct and indirect evidence.
In this case, the links in question are argument struc-
tures that exist between tokens in a given sentence.
For example, when the first and third tokens in a sen-
tence are labeled as triggers of regulation events, a
system might predict a link between these two to-
kens. In this model, events and their associated ar-
guments are converted into sets of labeled clue words
and token-to-token links. In the 2009 BioNLP-ST com-
petition, this system ranked fourth in task 1 with an
F-score of 44.35% and first in task 2 with an F-score
of 43.12%. However, it performed poorly in detecting
binding events. The reasons could be attributed to: in-
correct heuristics when converting detected links into
the corresponding event structures; inconsistencies in
the training data; and, the performance of the learning
algorithm used for training the model [71].

While the previous systems treat argument detec-
tion as a token classification problem, Poon at al. [73]
proposed an approach that analyzes edges predicted
by the Stanford dependency parser [40] to mark edges
that are in argument paths. Their system uses a num-
ber of heuristic methods to fix common errors resulting
from syntactic parsing, and allow the model to learn
and exploit correlations between sequences of depen-
dent edges. The model is an extension to the open
source Alchemy software package [74], and makes use
of parallel processing for learning and inference steps
to achieve high computational efficiency. Although the
team did not participate in the BioNLP-ST competi-
tions, it was able to achieve an F-score of 50.0% on the
2009 BioNLP-ST competition test set.

More recently, Venugopal at al. [75] developed a
method for incorporating high dimensional features
into MLN, overcoming some of the associated compu-
tational bottlenecks that had forced previous Markov
logic approaches to use simpler feature sets. This
method learns high-dimensional features using SVMs,
and encodes the resulting output as low-dimensional
constraints in MLN. To further reduce the computa-
tional demands of inference in MLN, the network is
partitioned into several disconnected components and
solved independently. This approach led to the second-
best F-score on the 2009 GE dataset of BioNLP-ST
competition (58.16%), and the highest F-scores on the
2011 and 2013 on GE task 1 of BioNLP-ST competi-
tions (58.07% and 53.61%, respectively).

The MLN based event extraction methods posses
several remarkable properties. First, MLNs allow the
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capture of global correlations between variables and
decisions, such as the constraint that a predicate can
only have one argument. Second, they allow a ‘di-
vide and conquer‘ approach, where inference can be
performed on the subgraphs of a partitioned network
without having to fully instantiate the complete graph
[76]. Finally, MLN models implement a single stage
operation, as opposed to an analysis pipeline, substan-
tially simplifying software development, implementa-
tion and management [71, 77].

Dual and Stack Decomposition Models, like MLN
models, also offer a ‘divide and conquer’ strategy [78].
They allow reformulation of complex inference prob-
lems into efficiently solvable subproblems. These sub-
problems are linked together with linear constraints,
which enforce agreement between their solutions. The
agreement constraints are integrated into an optimiza-
tion problem using Lagrange multipliers, and an iter-
ative algorithm is used to minimize the resulting cost
function. The subproblems are chosen in such a way
that they can be solved efficiently using exact combi-
natorial algorithms [78].

In this group, the UMass [57] is a dual decompo-
sition system comprising three joint models. Its first
model provides joint trigger and argument extrac-
tion using a simple, efficient and exact inference algo-
rithm; its second model ensures consistency between
events in hierarchical regulation structures; while a
third model combines the first two models to ensure
consistency between arguments of binding events. In
the 2011 BioNLP-ST competition, the UMass system
placed first in the GE task 1 on the full papers col-
lection, with an F-score of 53.14% [79]. The UMass
system provides significant improvements over com-
peting joint approaches, and is robust across multiple
corpora. However, it is neither modular nor flexible,
requiring extensive modifications in its learning and
inference components to adapt to new domains and to
changes in the corpora.

Another model that breaks down a process into mul-
tiple subprocess is the FAUST system [80]. FAUST
uses a stacked framework employing the UMass dual
decomposition model [57] and the StanfordEE [55],
where predictions from the Stanford parser serve as
features for the UMass system. This combination of
the two competitive models outperforms the UMass
system, with substantially improved accuracy. In the
2011 BioNLP-ST competition, FAUST obtained first
place in three out of four tasks: first place in GE tasks
1 and 2 and the ID track with F-scores of 56.0%, 53.9%
and 55.6%, respectively, and second place in the EPI
track with an F-score of 35.0%.

Other Joint-based Models. RecUrsive Pairwise Event
Extractor (RUPEE) [81] detects detects pairwise inter-
actions between text entities recursively in two steps:
(trigger, theme) pair extraction that identifies the trig-
ger words with one of their arguments; and post-
processing that adds extra arguments to binding and
regulation events. While the former step uses a mul-
ticlass classifier based on SVM, one for each event
class, the later one adopts a binary SVM to classify:
optional cause arguments for regulation events, and
possible multiple arguments for binding events. RU-
PEE did not participate in the BioNLP competitions,
however, it outperformed the previous joint models for
2013 GE task 1 and achieves third for 2011 GE task
1 of the BioNLP-ST datasets with F-scores of 54.4%
and 55.6%, respectively.

SEARN is an algorithm for integrating SEARCH
and LEARNING to solve structured prediction prob-
lem, such as events. Vlachos et al. [82] formulates
the problem for events by representing each in-
stance/sentence as a sequence of multiclass predic-
tions through defined hypotheses. In each iteration,
a cost-sensitive classification (CSC) is generated for
each action and for each instance; at the end, the
learned hypotheses are used for predicting events and
their arguments. The intuition behind SEARN is that
good performance on the derived classification prob-
lems implies good performance on the structured pre-
diction problem. SEARN’s high modeling flexibility
over dual decomposition methods and MLN systems
did not guarantee to provide a good performance in
BioNLP-ST 2011.

HDS4NLP [83] decomposes the overall task into a
multi-class problem of classifying (trigger, argument)
pairs using SVM. The HDS4NLP system ranked 6th
on the GE task with an F-score of 43.03% ; however,
post competition it outperformed the winner of this
task after fixing a software bug, achieving an F-score
of 51.15%.

Kordjamshidi et al. [84] proposed another joint based
model customized specifically for Bacteria Biotopes
(BB) task based on the framework of structured out-
put prediction [85], similar to SEARN. The model,
’Spatial Role Labeling (SpRL),’ uses a large collection
of local and global (i.e. document level) features of
words, phrases, sentences and paragraphs for extract-
ing entities and relations. In addition, it relies heavily
on the OntoBiotope [86] ontology of microbe habitats
and the NCBI bacterium taxonomy database [87] to
increase the accuracy of detecting entities. SpRL is
trained on structured SVM (SSVM) using link-and-
label (LAL) framework [88]. Empirical evaluation of
this model conducted solely on BB dataset of the
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BioNLP-ST 2013 and reported the best F-score mea-
sure of 0.22%. However, the system did not generalize
to other shared tasks datasets.

General Remarks: As discussed, sequential pipelines
with multiple stages potentially suffer from error prop-
agation, since event triggers and arguments are pre-
dicted in isolation by independent local classifiers. The
joint inference models were developed, in particular, to
address this issue. A shared characteristic of joint mod-
els is the implementation of inference over complete
event structures for a given sentence. By allowing in-
formation to propagate across events and arguments,
joint inference can facilitate mutual disambiguation,
potentially leading to substantial gains in predictive
accuracy. However, because they address the entire
event extraction problem globally, joint inference mod-
els are more difficult to build. Also, popular implemen-
tations of joint inference methods are computationally
costly [57, 76], notwithstanding their suitability for ‘di-
vide and conquer’ strategies, potentially allowing for
parallel processing to reconstructing events over large
scale text and to minimize latency in the execution
time.

Discussion and Conclusion
While state-of-the-art event extraction methods hover
around 50% accuracy on average over multiple shared
tasks (F-scores), they are finding use in several real-
world applications [89, 90]. For the event extraction
technologies to find a wider uptake, several challenges
need to be addressed.

1. Parsers utilized in these systems affect the overall
performance of event extraction models because they
are trained on different corpora, each characterized by
their own sets of annotations and syntactic structures.
Although combination models trained on different do-
mains outperform a single baseline models as reported
in [91], the formats generated by these parsers remain
limited; for example, some representations are better
at detecting regulation events than binding events [92].

2. The performance of event extraction systems over
full text analysis is highly dependent on the correct
identification of biomedical entities, such as gene and
protein mentions. Defining the textual boundaries that
encapsulate an entity is a complex procedure, as en-
tities in the biomedical literature could have multiple
synonyms, often with different acronyms and abbrevi-
ations [93]. Furthermore, disambiguating entity men-
tions with respect to other entities is perhaps the hard-
est part of NER; for example, in the phrase ”left breast
cancer” it is not clear whether the author intended to
refer to cancer in the left breast, or a type of cancer

(however unlikely, biologically) that is specific to the
left breast [1].
3. While they are commonly adopted for event ex-

traction systems in BioNLP-ST competitions, ontolo-
gies are primarily developed for the needs of biolo-
gists, not text mining. The conceptual model defined
by an ontology and how these concepts appear in text
are fundamentally different [94] from those required
in BioNLP. Lexical resources that provide intermedi-
ate knowledge are required to bridge ontologies and
biomedical text, that is the gap between ontology de-
sign and the requirements of the BioNLP community
[95].
4. Corpora employed to train event extraction sys-

tems tend to perform best when information is stated
explicitly and locally in text. When statements are not
clearly specified the correct meaning must be inferred
from context - such as previously stated information,
or the background knowledge of the reader. For exam-
ple, Buyko et al. [96] suggest that their weak classi-
fication performance of gene regulation relations was
partly because their system was incapable of making
use of inferential knowledge. In addition, the level of
semantic detail required for annotating corpora is a
crucial factor impacting the performance of event ex-
traction systems.

The scheme used for annotating a corpus generally
consists of a subset of concepts from a reference on-
tology [35]. For example, the event ontology embed-
ded in the GENIA corpus is based on a subset of 36
classes that are defined in GO, mostly using general
concepts in the upper levels of the concept-hierarchy.
While using a broad concept to annotate a large range
of related ideas will likely increase the coverage of an-
notations, it nonetheless may also introduce problems.
For example, the regulation events in GENIA are used
to express general causal relationships in addition to
biological regulatory processes [16]. An intermediate
solution would be to annotate each corpora with low
level of detail and then combining them into a single
resource; however, the differences in semantic scope,
compounded with dissimilar annotation formats and
guidelines, might inhibit such integration [97]. Another
possible solution would be to annotate a corpus with
handful amount of semantic detail that overlaps with
multiple corpora, such as BM corpus (Big Mechanism
project [9]). Given that annotating a corpus is time and
cost consuming, semisupervised learning approaches or
active learning approaches might be employed [2].
5. Coreference resolution, which finds all expressions

that refer to the same entity in a text, is poorly re-
solved in event extraction systems [1]. Recent research
[98] confirms that co-reference resolution is key to ac-
curate relation detection. This topic remains an active
and open area of research.
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6. Event extraction, currently implemented as a su-
pervised learning task, relies heavily on the annotation
scheme of the training data, and thus may drop signif-
icantly in performance when the schema changes, even
within the same domain [99]. One of the problems usu-
ally encountered with supervised models is that they
are specifically tailored to features of the corpus upon
which they are trained. Consequently, their function-
ality is limited to the semantic types that they are
trained to identify. Domain adaptation approaches at
this stage filter out redundant and contradicting la-
beling across different corpora, and then merge the
corpora in order to train a single combined model.

Instead of adapting corpus annotations to specific
tasks, an alternative approach is to develop and train
unsupervised models, for the creation of larger, more
flexible corpora. Another option would be to take ad-
vantage of increases in the computational power, al-
gorithms and data, allowing models to be learned au-
tomatically through deep processing [100]. A careful
construction of representational models that utilize the
characteristics of words around the context into event
extraction could achieve a comparable result as re-
ported in the recent study [101].

Other challenges, including detection of negation
and speculation, normalization of relations (e.g. gene
names, abbreviations, etc.), inclusion of non-textual
material in biomedical event extraction pipelines, and
the automatic integration of event extraction models
with biological pathways (facilitate the understanding
of biological interactions) [102, 2, 54].

The paradigms explored in this paper have strengths
and weaknesses. While building on these strengths in
hybrid or stacked systems is an appealing option, in-
tegrating them is a challenging task. Resolving the
challenges facing event extraction methods would pro-
vide additional benefit to the biomedical community,
for example allowing development of improved event-
based information retrieval systems, the construction
of knowledge bases, and enabling us to uncover latent
knowledge aggregated in the published literature and
to formulate new hypotheses.
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